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From scraps of cardboard she collects to use as tools and inspiration she takes from

unlikely surfaces like corroded metal, Debbie Angell creates richly textured acrylic

and mixed-media paintings – some of them hang in suites at the Palms Hotel and

Casino in Las Vegas – but it wasn’t so long ago she was a graphic designer work-

ing for NATO and living in Europe. How did she go from the pressure-cooker alliance

of 26 countries to painting in the solitude of the woods in Michigan? “It still sur-

prises me,” she laughs. “I’m more comfortable with it now, seven years later.” An

admirer of the large canvases she saw in museums while living in Germany, Debbie

creates her pieces out of multiple panels to achieve a bigger presence, generally

working on several panels at once. As we spoke, she was making plans to visit

Sedona for the first time – “I’m sure I’m going to love it,” she says – though her

work has had a home at Renee Taylor Gallery (336 Hwy 179 at Tlaquepaque Arts &

Crafts Village; 928-282-7130) for years. See more at www.reneetaylorgallery.com.
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DEBBIE ANGELL: “I grew up in Michigan. In my 20s, I moved to Europe two separate

times, to live in Spain and Germany. In between I lived in Hawaii for about four years.

Originally, I went to Europe with my husband, a career federal employee [assigned to

work abroad]. But I ended up working for NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) as

a graphic artist. The group I worked for hosted a lot of high-level dignitaries from all

over the world and I ran a graphics shop where we did a variety of [jobs], everything

from designing logos to preparing presentations. I was frequently asked to do fun out-

side things, too – I did a CD cover for the Air Force band. Working for NATO turned out

to be a great experience for me, but it was really stressful. They gave me a lot of respon-

sibility and let me run with it. It was creative work, something that required me to devel-

op an idea or concept into something visual. I tend to thrive on that kind of work and

I think it helped me in what I do today.

“I had an interest in art from a very young age and it’s led me in different directions.

I have a degree in art history and a minor in fine arts from the University of Maryland.

I studied batik and ceramics in my younger years. I started painting when I lived in

Germany, which was also the first time I exhibited and sold my work. I wasn’t really com-

mitted to my painting at that point, though. It was more like I dabbled in it. But when

I sold my first couple of paintings I definitely got the bug. I knew I’d want to pursue it

one day. I was doing a lot of art study tours and I got involved in a co-op group that

had shows periodically. I started doing pieces for that and exhibited through them. I

started painting seriously after I moved back to Michigan, about seven years ago. I grad-

ually developed a personal style, started showing my work, and did some Internet sales.

From that point on it seemed to grow.

“When I lived in Europe I think I visited every art museum known to man [laughs].

When I’d leave the museums I’d want to paint. My dream was to paint really, really big.

I didn’t want to do anything smaller than an 8-by-12-ft. canvas. That’s what I would

have loved to have done. I’m still working on the big part of it. I think that’s why I’m

drawn to the multiple panel pieces – I’m working with a large space that’s more man-

ageable and practical.

“I’ve always painted with acrylics and mixed media. I love abstract but I alternate

between nature themes and cultural influences – it’s an urban vs. organic tension that

I have going on in my head. I like to do both. I’ve done a lot of minimal abstract pieces

with an edgy, industrial type of appeal. I’ve also done organic pieces with themes from

nature. I always think the starkness of some of my pieces goes back to my graphic design

background; they have a pen-and-ink quality. I think a common thread is the contem-

porary approach and abstract composition with a richly textured surface. When I first

started painting seriously I did mostly contemporary, still-life work – it was more struc-

tured and controlled than my style now.

“I find a lot of inspiration in surface deterioration, strangely enough, and the

way nature transforms elements, whether it’s in an urban or natural environment.
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The oxidation of metal, peeling paint, the texture and color of corrosion –

I find those things intriguing and even beautiful. I try to capture the rich-

ness of a fleeting moment in time, like the silhouette of a tree or a flick-

ering shadow on a weathered surface. There’s also beauty in a simple

repeated pattern. Anything like that can result in a dynamic, abstract com-

position.

“My technique consists of three components: Layers, layers, and layers.

I abandon my brushes – I only use those for some of the prep work on the

canvas, some of the washes I use, and some of the detail work. I’ve start-

ed making my own tools so I can apply the paint to my liking. I cut card-

board strips in various shapes – it gives me more flexibility without smear-

ing or rubbing the paint on the canvas. It’s become a personal quest to

find just the right cardboard – I’m always inspecting cardboard containers

in the kitchen and my husband saves every empty box for me to inspect.

If it passes my inspection I keep it for my tool collection and cut it up into

little shapes. I develop the texture pretty slowly. I layer the paint, allow

for dry time in between, and do a lot of scraping and sanding to allow the

different colors underneath to pop through. Sometimes I splatter paint. It

     



can be messy and sometimes I work outside. After I’m happy with the lay-

ering process I use various washes, which are applied and wiped away, but

not entirely. I use the washes to bleed off the edges of the painting. The

final step is varnishing the piece. It takes me several days because of the

layering process so for that reason I usually work on more than one paint-

ing at a time. I devote three to four hours a day to painting at my home

studio. I live on a lake in the middle of a pine forest with a stream running

through it – it’s a nice place to work.

“Before I’d ever been to Arizona, a gallery owner on the east coast told

me that my work had a Southwest appeal to it, which surprised me.

Sometimes I make an effort not to use those colors, but I’m just drawn to

the burnt siennas, umbers, oranges, and turquoise. Circumstances led me to

the Renee Taylor Gallery and the Southwest – I’ve been exhibiting at both

her galleries [in Sedona and Tubac] for about three years.

“A few years ago I was asked to do a trade show for the American

Society of Interior Designers in Dallas. I had a booth and I pretty much sold

everything. What got me there was a series called Urban Patina. It was very

minimalist – I used coppers, bronzes, and silvers with colors that would

show through underneath. It looked oxidized and aged. I think that

launched me to where I am. Metallic paints became a signature for me.

Lately, I’ve been experimenting, getting away from canvas and using more

of a wood-based collage. It’s more sculptural and three-dimensional. I’m

excited about that.

“I work with an art and design consultant in Dallas for large commercial

projects. They contacted me about doing work for the Palms Hotel and

Casino in Las Vegas. I did six pieces for the new luxury suites – they range

in size from 2,000 to 6,000 sq. ft. Each room has a different theme – one

was a hip-hop suite and one was modeled after the casino’s famous

Ghostbar. For the hip-hop suite I got to work with neon colors and geo-
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metric shapes. The Ghostbar one has multiple panels and is minimalist. It

was fun to develop a concept into something visual – it goes back to the

process I used when I was working in graphic art. It was really fun.

“So many people want to pursue art but it takes effort. You’ve got to

buckle down and develop a style. If you want to make a living you have to

get your name out there. I don’t think I went in a traditional route - I start-

ed in an entrepreneurial situation when I came back to Michigan with some

Internet and local shows. Small things generated a lot more interest than

I thought they would. You don’t necessarily have to knock on every gallery’s

door now. The first time I sold a painting in Michigan was to a man in

Milan, Italy, who saw it online. It gave me the motivation to keep going.

“I don’t like to analyze my art – I leave that up to other people. I see

my art as a visual language that speaks to people on different levels. As

I’ve gotten older and my style has turned toward the beauty of aging sur-

faces, it’s kind of like a metaphor of my life. Both consist of multiple 

layers, complexities, and subtleties. I leave it to the viewer to appreciate

the beauty of my art; I think that might be true of my life, too.” •

      


